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Everything points to this being a unique time in our civilization when 

Soulmates are coming together.  Everyday people write to us asking how to find 

their perfect soulmate.  They also write saying that they have found their soulmate 

but things aren’t necessarily perfect between them.  In this special report, we’d 

like to explain what we think soulmates are, based on research and personal 

experience.  We have a little different perspective on the subject so what we say 

may surprise you.  We’d also like to give you our thoughts on why we are in 

relationships.  

 

We are soulmates.  We are also spiritual and life partners who are married.  

Not all soulmate relationships will take this form.  We knew that we were 

soulmates from the first moment we held each other as friends and that’s why the 

subject has captivated us.  Being together was and is absolute total comfort and a 

feeling within each of us that we have “come home” and this is the feeling that 

various authors describe. 

 

You’ve heard the saying, “When the student is ready, the teacher will 

appear.” We believe the same holds true for finding one’s soulmate.  When we 

were ready to experience what each of us could bring to the other’s life, it was 

only then that our soulmate appeared.   

 

We had both emerged from extended marriages with other people with a 

clear idea of the type of intimate relationship that we each wanted.  Although we 

had known each other as casual friends for several years, it wasn’t until we were 

out of our previous marriages that we were spiritually and emotionally ready to 

“find” each other.  When we focused our attention on what we wanted in life and 
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not on what we had left behind or didn’t want, we fell in love.  If that’s your 

intention, we believe that you or anyone can “find” an intimate soulmate. 

 

 

What are Soulmates? 
 

As far as we can find there is no definitive definition of a soulmate which 

everyone agrees on.  Thomas Moore in his book Soulmates describes the most 

popular definition: 

 

“A soul mate is someone to whom we feel profoundly connected, as though the 
communication and communing that take place between us were not the product 

of intentional efforts, but rather a divine grace.  This kind of relationship is so 
important to the soul that many have said there is nothing more precious in life.” 

 
Another popular definition of a soulmate is someone who we feel a very 

positive immediate attraction to, and someone we feel compelled to be with or 

know better.  It’s almost as if this connection takes a life of its own and we get 

swept up in its undeniable magnetic force.  Meeting someone and having a very 

positive and powerful attraction to them right away is an indication that this is 

someone we have loved before.   

 

We agree with Arianna Masters’ (co-founder of Universal Oneness 

United) description of soulmates:  

 

“Soul Mates are those beings that we have had connections with in past lives. 
They may have been our parents, siblings, spouses, friends, etc. and they have 
agreed to come back to join us again. The reason for this rejoining is so that we 
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can each achieve balance in our lives. Our Soul Mates represent our spiritual 
family. By connecting with them we are reminded of the resonance of our Soul 
and also they help us to wake up and remember our purpose. Most of the time 
when we think of Soul Mates we are thinking of love relationships, but we can 
have Soul Mates that join us for business partnerships, healing relationships, and 
yes, love relationships. Any relationship we can have is open to the arena of Soul 
Mates. They may be a teacher or minister or counselor who comes into our life 
and touches it deeply. Soul Mates are truly our friends from many lifetimes who 
come to play again with on this Earth. Often they come into our lives for a 
specific time or event. They may even come into a love relationship to assist us in 
a specific learning and then move on. Whatever the purpose of being in each 
others lives it is a beautiful experience. When you connect with your Soul Mate in 
a love relationship, you have, in effect, found your perfect mate for where you are 
in your development as a Soul.”  
 
 In our research, we have discovered several words which describe 

variations of the “Soulmate” experience: Twin Souls, Twin Flames, Karmic 

Relationships, Primary Soulmate, Soul Companions and several others.   

  

 We believe that when people talk about finding their soulmate, what they 

are really after is the experience of finding their Twin Flame, Twin Soul, or 

Primary Soulmate as characterized by some authors.  Here’s where it gets a bit 

mystical.  

 

Those who believe in the Twin Flame theory believe that the Twin Flames 

are two equal parts of the same soul, split in their first incarnation and do not 

rejoin one another until their last incarnation.  As the theory goes, all the time that 

the twin flames are apart before they are reunited is for the purpose of learning 

life, spiritual and karmic lessons.  Those who believe in the twin flame theory also 

suggest that the two souls have led similar, almost parallel lives, learning similar 
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lessons while they have been apart.  Twin Souls often look alike, act alike and 

think alike. 

  

 We resonate more with two other concepts: Twin Souls and Primary 

Soulmates.   Twin Souls, as described in the excellent book Twin Souls: Finding 

Your True Spiritual Partner by Patricia Joudry and Maurie D. Pressman, can come 

together in many lifetimes and they always come together in intimate, passionate 

relationships.  They are separate souls.  They are characterized as having such a 

close, intense connection that it is painful to be apart for any length of time.  

When there is conflict as there is in any relationship, the emotional separation is 

so painful that they will do anything they can to resolve the issue quickly between 

them.  Twin Souls are often “opposites” and their gifts complement one another 

as they work together for a greater purpose than they would if they were single.  

They are evolving spiritually at the same pace. 

 

 We also resonate with Michael Newton’s idea of Primary Soulmates that 

he describes in his book Destiny of Souls.  This book is his research from many 

hypnotherapy sessions with clients, as they explore past lives and the time 

between lives.  Newton does not believe in the Twin Flame theory but rather 

believes that our Primary Soulmate is the separate soul with which we are most 

connected, whether in an intimate, friend, parent, or sibling relationship.    

 

His research shows that these Primary Soulmates, if they are to become 

intimate partners, may not show up until late in life when they are ready to make 

the most of this relationship.  He also suggests that being with the “wrong” person 

who you think is not your soulmate may actually be just what you may have 
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agreed to do before you came into this life so that you could learn lessons that you 

could only learn with that person.  We have definitely found this to be true in our 

lives.  He says that if your Primary Soulmate doesn’t show up during this lifetime, 

that you are here to learn other lessons.   

 

We agree with his summation that no matter what you call it, the Primary 

Soulmate relationship or Twin Soul relationship requires living consciously and 

does not magically continue in a blissful state without it! 

 

 

Our “Take” on Soulmates  
 
 

You’ve probably been led to believe that there is one Soulmate for you 

and if you miss that one opportunity to be together, you will have to “settle” for a 

life of mediocrity when it comes to intimate relationships.  That’s not what we 

believe at all!  We believe that a soulmate relationship CAN be one filled with 

passion, excitement, an incredible connection and bond, steamy sex, and all those 

things you’ve read about in romance novels and imagined it to be.  We recognize 

that those relationships do exist and we feel that it is possible to “find” that 

special person if that’s your intention.   But that’s not the whole story.  

 

Here’s where we take a fork in the road from many popular beliefs about 

soulmate relationships.  We believe that soulmate relationships can take many 

different forms.  They can be intimate relationships, like we have, or they can be 

between friends, co-workers, family or people on the street.  We believe that the 

purpose of all relationships is that we come together for personal and spiritual 
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growth.  Soulmate relationships are those meaningful relationships that help us to 

move along our spiritual paths and we may encounter several in our lifetime.   

 

We believe that your soulmates are everywhere.  They’re all around you—

sort of like being in a crowded subway or train station—you can’t keep from 

bumping into them. Your soul mate can be in your life an instant, 5 days, 50 years 

or more.  

 
 There are soul mates who are your friends, family, people you work with, 

people you come in contact in social situations and even the people you can’t get 

along with. There are also those soul mates who come into your life to join with 

you in a close, intimate relationship. While relationships can take different forms, 

the purpose is still the same.   

 

Soulmates teach you in a powerful way about yourself and can be either in 

intimate relationships or any other type of relationship.  They can be the same 

gender or the opposite, depending on the experiences needed for spiritual growth. 

 

Soulmates can be drawn together for the balancing of mutual karma and 

can be very difficult relationships.  We believe that a soulmate relationship can be 

the relationship with that boss who drives you crazy, your child who just can’t 

seem to get along with you or a friend or spouse who “pushes your buttons.” 

 

How many times have you felt a connection with someone when you first 

met them and couldn’t explain it?  How many times have you met someone who 

really irritated you for no apparent reason?  Then there are those people who are 
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in your life and you don’t know why.  These are all your soulmates to help you go 

through this journey we call life. 

 

We know that this sounds somewhat glib but we believe that if you change 

your way of thinking about the meaning of what a soulmate is and who the 

soulmates are in your life, you will gain an appreciation for the part they are 

playing in your spiritual growth.  By changing your viewpoint about what a soul 

mate is, new possibilities will begin to emerge and you will see your relationships 

for what they have given you. 

 

 

Why We All Come Together in Relationships 

 

We believe, along with many others, that relationships can be the most 

powerful vehicle available for personal and spiritual growth if that is your 

intention.  There are many paths for personal and spiritual growth--Going to the 

“cave” to meditate can be valuable to gain insights into the human experience.  

But no matter how long you are gone and how deep the level of enlightenment 

from spending the time alone, the only way to “practice” what you have learned is 

to go be with people.  And we think the people we “practice” with are our 

“Soulmates” who have agreed to accompany us on our soul’s journey. 

 

We believe that there are deeper reasons for coming together with another 

person in relationship than the obvious reasons.  Whether you are with your 

“Twin Soul” like we are, or not, we believe that we come together for more than 
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physical and sexual attraction, for more than companionship, for more than child-

rearing-- for deeper reasons than having our physical and survival needs met. 

 

We all come together, whether we realize it or not, for the purpose of 

helping one another with our personal and spiritual growth.  We believe that souls 

come into our lives to take on different roles in our life dramas to teach us and to 

help us to heal those parts of ourselves that need to be healed; to honor those parts 

that need to be honored; to be conscious of the things in our lives we need to be 

conscious about; and to help us come into balance where we are imbalanced.  And 

these people or “souls” who help us do all of this are not just our friends, co-

workers, associates or intimate partners but are our Soulmates. 

 

 The point is that at the end of our lives, if we take a conscious look at our 

relationships, we realize that every one of them will have served us in our growth 

in some form or the other. 

 

 

So why do people want to find their soulmate?   

 
 

In our opinion, they are seeking a connection of the heart which will bring 

them passion and zest for life.  In many lives, boredom sets in and daily life 

becomes mechanical—a series of activities that are “must do” and “have to” 

without joy.  Marriages become stale because there is no conscious intention to 

grow and expand with the other person.  The unconscious or conscious search for 
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a soulmate is that reach for something better in life—that idealized view of the 

“perfect” intimate partner. 

 

We believe that the reason that most people are in relationships that are 

mediocre and the passion in life has been sucked out is that they are no longer 

consciously growing together.  

 

 We, as humans, are constantly changing, evolving and growing.  Our 

needs, wants and desires are different today than yesterday, or a year ago or 5 

years ago.  The question is—are we growing together or growing apart.  The 

reason people want to find their “soulmate” is that they feel that all of their 

problems will vanish when they do.   

 

We believe that if that if you are in a lifeless relationship, you don’t have 

to go out and find your “soulmate.”  Your relationship can become passionate, 

alive and growing if both of you in this relationship have that as your intention.  

We also believe that if you are not in an intimate soulmate relationship but want 

to be, try loving the people who are currently in your life and consciously 

envision the type of relationship that you want.  It worked for us! 

 

 

There are No Mistakes or Failures 
 

We also believe that no primary relationship is a “failure” or “mistake.”  

We believe that each relationship has its part to play in our spiritual growth and 

we give thanks for what each of these relationships have brought to our lives, 
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even if we are no longer together.  We wouldn’t be the people we are today 

without having had those experiences. 

 
Some time ago Otto met a woman who he considered to be his soul mate.  

The sparks flew between them as the books say they do when soul mates meet. 

Even though the relationship ended after only a few months, this relationship had 

a dramatic impact on him and completely changed the direction of his life.  

 

The relationship with this person enabled Otto to see parts of himself he 

hadn’t seen before and to see what he wanted for his life in ways he hadn’t 

considered before.  This relationship also enabled him to see how he didn’t want 

conscious way can be a very powerful way to not only create the relationships that 

we’ve longed for but to also create the spiritual growth we’ve all been searching 

for all of our lives.  This relationship also gave Otto the vision of what was truly 

possible in a relationship.  

 
Even though it was very brief, had he not met this person, he would not 

have been ready to create the incredible relationship that he now has with Susie. 

 

We feel that this relationship was a soulmate relationship and just like 

everything else, it happened for a purpose.  For Otto, that purpose was to help him 

see new possibilities for his life. After the relationship with this person was over, 

they both completely understood that her role in his life was to be a bridge to 

finding the kind of intimate relationship he envisioned. 

 

So instead of looking at that relationship as a failure, we feel it was a 

dynamic relationship which helped Otto move forward in many areas of his life. 
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Both of us look at it as a blessing from God and are thankful everyday for what 

this person meant in his life. 

   

People come and go in our lives.  Some people are with us for a brief 

instant, for five days or for fifty or more years.  The impact of these relationships 

on our lives can all be great.  Sometimes we don't understand why we are 

involved with someone in a particular relationship or why someone has such a 

hold on us.  We don't understand why someone comes into our life for a brief time 

and then leaves. 

 

What we've learned is that if a relationship isn't working out, it is not a bad 

thing or a failure that our society likes to label it.  It just may be that you have 

learned what it is that you were supposed to learn by being in a relationship with 

that other person and it’s time to move on to other “lessons.” 

 

We're not suggesting that you take your relationships lightly and throw 

them away at the first sign of conflict--Quite the contrary. 

 

What we are saying is that the purpose of the “soulmate” relationships is 

to help us to grow--personally and spiritually.  Even the relationships are most 

troubling to us can be gifts in learning more about ourselves.  Those people who 

really get under our skin can be our best teachers. 

 

We suggest that you look at your relationships that didn't work out the 

way you had hoped as growth experiences and move forward consciously by 

learning from them. 
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Ask yourself--what did I learn about myself by being in a relationship with 

this other person?  How did it help me to move forward and heal, learn and grow?  

What new beliefs did I take on or let go of as a result of being in a particular 

relationship? 

 

Know that every person who comes into you life can be a powerful 

teacher for you if you will only open yourself to the possibility.  These 

relationships are all opportunities to heal, learn and grow and to take you to a new 

level in any area of your life.  By viewing these relationships as stepping stones 

and not stumbling blocks, greater insight and profound understanding into 

ourselves will happen. 

 

This soul, who has or will appear in our lives in a love relationship or 

other type of relationship, is there to walk with us on our spiritual path for awhile 

or for the rest of our lives.  They help us to heal, learn and grow as we share an 

incredible bond of love, connection and possibly passion.  Our personal 

experience has been that every soulmate relationship we have been in has 

contributed to our spiritual growth.   

 

This growth allows us to choose love instead of fear as we move through 

our lives on this earth.  It allows us to choose passion and excitement for life  

instead of stagnation.  The bottom line is that we are in relationships because we 

want to feel better.  
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From the beginning of our relationship, we have approached each day and 

each challenge with conscious intention to help each other to heal, to learn and to 

grow and we believe that you can have this same support in your relationships if 

you make it a priority and a conscious intention to do so.  

 

Our relationship together has proven to us that the kind of soulmate 

relationship that everybody is searching for is not only possible but can be 

even better than most people can imagine.   But we also realize that every 

soulmate relationship teaches us and moves us on our spiritual path and we give 

thanks for all of these relationships. 
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About Susie and Otto 
 

We are soulmates, spiritual and life partners, who are committed to helping 
people like you improve your life and your relationships. 

  
For 30 years, Susie has been a student of relationships, spirituality, energy and 

the life force. Her search for physical, emotional and spiritual healing has led her 
to the study of Polarity Therapy, cranio-sacral therapy, reflexology, Hatha Yoga, 
the Enneagram, and much more. Her formal training includes a Bachelor of 
Science degree in education, a Masters degree in Library Science, and is a 
Registered Polarity Practitioner with the American Polarity Therapy Association. 
Susie is a veteran teacher and university librarian with over 30 years experience 
teaching in the public schools and university classes.  

 
Otto has spent over 20 years as a successful salesperson and marketer of a 

variety of products and services.  Many years ago, as a result of pondering three 
of life’s greatest questions-- Who am I, Why am I here and What’s this all about-- 
Otto turned his life’s focus to bear on the practice and study of spirituality, 
personal growth and relationships.  

 
We passionately believe that life can be lived in a joyful, conscious, loving 

way and we are committed to helping others to experience the potential of what is 
possible in their own lives and relationships. The desire to be loved the way we 
wanted to be loved took each of us on a journey of discovery of how to create the 
relationship of our dreams. We believe Spirit put us together for our own personal 
growth and to shine the light of hope for others. Our goal is to help others create 
outstanding lives and passionate, alive, connected relationships. 

   
Since 1999, we have been creating web sites about relationships, offering 

relationship coaching, giving workshops and talks, and writing on topics that 
relate to helping people create vital, alive relationships. Our free online weekly 
relationship newsletter reaches thousands of people all over the world. Along with 
our books and audio tapes, we offer relationship and life coaching to singles and 
couples in person and by phone. 

 
Our formal coaching training has been with Drs. Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks 

of the Hendricks Institute and authors of Conscious Loving and Conscious Heart. 
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We are co-authors of Magic Relationship Words, Should you stay or should you 
go? and many other programs on communication and creating great relationships. 

 
For more information about our work or to schedule a relationship or life 
coaching session, contact: 

   
Susie and Otto Collins  
P.O. Box 14544, Columbus, OH 43214                   
614-568-8282 
Email: webmaster@collinspartners.com 
Websites: www.RelationshipGold.com  
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